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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 28 September 2021, Council passed the following resolution (Resolution 2021/180):
That Council:
1. Having considered Item 10.2 Draft Council Investment Attraction and Economic
Growth Plan 2021-2024 (Economic Development Strategy), receives and notes the
report.
2. Having considered Item 10.2 Draft Council Investment Attraction and Economic
Growth Plan 2021-2024 (Economic Development Strategy), endorses the
Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan 2021 – 24 and the Investment
Attraction Action Plan 2021 (as presented in Attachments 1 & 2) for the purposes
of business and community consultation, prior to a final version being presented
to Council for adoption in January 2022.
In response to this direction, in late 2021 the administration sought community feedback regarding
the Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan through City of Prospect’s Engagement Hub
website. This was marketed through City of Prospect’s Facebook page, Network Prospect’s
Facebook page and the Newsletter.
Three members of the public completed the online survey.
This report is now brought back before Council as requested.
Due to the low level of community feedback, its challenging to draw any strong conclusions, but the
majority of responses were consistently positive or neutral. This is also reflected in the comments
focused on the strategy itself.
As a result of this consultation, minor updates have been made to the strategy. Additionally, to reflect
the cancellation of the federal government’s submarine contract, the French Quarter Strategy has
been removed from the Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan. A draft work plan for
2022/23 has been built of this strategic approach to Investment Attraction and Economic Growth and
is attached to this document.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Having considered Item 10.4 Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
Consultation Results receives and notes the report.

2.

Having considered community feedback, that Council endorses the amended
Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan (as provided in Attachment 1) and the
2022/23 High level Growth & Investment Attraction Work Plan (as provided in
Attachment 2) to this report.
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DISCUSSION
In late 2021, the administration sought community feedback regarding the “Investment Attraction
and Economic Growth Plan” through City of Prospect’s Engagement Hub website. This was
marketed through City of Prospect’s Facebook page, Network Prospect’s Facebook page and then
Newsletter. The level one consultation closed in mid-January, with members of the community
having had the opportunity to complete a survey and comment on the strategy.
As noted above, only three people completed the online survey. Respondents consisted of three
men, two aged 35-44, and one aged 71-75 years old. All were residents, and two owned their own
property. None of them owned a local business. We also received one additional piece of written
feedback through the portal by someone that did not complete the survey.
The complete results of the survey are as follows:
Please indicate your level of support for the Draft Plan’s vision: “City of Prospect will be the
destination of choice for visitation, investment, and development in inner metropolitan
Adelaide”

33%

34%

Strongly Support
Unsure
Do not support

33%

Please indicate your level of support for the draft plan’s theme: Attracting Development
Strategic Goals:
 Guide the city and community through new opportunities from reshaping urban form,
maximising home office and remote working opportunities, to facilitating online investment
locally
 25% of Council’s Rate Revenue comes from Main Road Corridor development and
commercial development

33%

34%

Strongly Support
Support
Unsure

33%
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Please indicate your level of support for the draft plan’s theme: Attracting Business.
Strategic Goals:
 Increase the number of businesses operating after 5pm
 Main North Road to be known as the preferred location in the north of Adelaide for corporate
and administration office activity.

33%
Strongly Support
Support
67%

Please indicate your level of support for the draft plan’s theme: Attracting People
Strategic goal:
 Prospect’s Village Heart is an attractive and sought-after precinct comprising a mix of office,
retail, hospitality and living opportunities.

33%

34%

Strongly Support
Unsure
Strongly do not support

33%

What do you see as being the priorities for the draft plan?
“Development of Prospect but I cannot support it without some indication of what is will cost
ratepayers.”
“How will it be FUNDED!!! You have a crippled asset network from years or irresponsible
asset management - so how will you fund all these ‘nice to have’ actions while also
addressing other basic necessities?”
“Covered below”
Do you have any ideas/suggestions for Economic Development goals?
“More economic development should be pursued in the eastern portion of Prospect.
Prospect Road has seen the lion’s share of funding for many years.”
“More for Main North Road”
Item 10.4
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“Basically model Prospect on how Norwood has been developed over the decades. Cafes,
retail, good supermarkets, bars (late night) that all attract outside clientele. Continue and
expand big events like Tour Down Under street party that also encourage higher volumes
on prospect road. More local street art may also attract tourists if done properly.”
We received a separate suggestion outside of the survey.
“Something I think may be missing is more financial incentives and supports for small
businesses within Prospect. I myself am just about to start a small Play Therapy practice
within Prospect which will provide necessary evidence-based therapeutic support for children
within Prospect and surrounds and also provide foot-traffic to cafes and shops. I was
disappointed to see there is little support available within this LGA, as opposed to somewhere
like Tea Tree Gully. With an admirable vision such as the plan set forward, the incentives
need to be increased to match”
Analysis:
Whilst the consultation levels are somewhat disappointing, staff consider that the overall outcome is
generally supportive, and recommend that the amended Investment Attraction and Economic
Growth Plan be adopted.
In recognition of the limited consultation feedback, and noting the uncertain economic environment
associated with COVID, Council may elect for a review in the near term – perhaps 12-18 months.
Staff are open to direction in this regard.
Community Plan: Towards 2040
Connected & Caring
FY 20/21 Measures
CC1.3

Encourage appropriate outdoor/alfresco dining, including precincts outside the Prospect
Village Heart

CC1.5

Deliver a broad range of events across the financial year in line with guiding principles
and Public Health Directions on outdoor gatherings

CC1.6

Use the City’s locational advantage to connect with universities, research, Defence,
industry and innovation precincts

2 to 5 year timeline
CC2.2

Facilitate new bars, cafes, restaurants and other businesses which diversify our local
offerings

CC2.3

Continuing to support the success of Prospect Road and its traders

Active & Engaged

2 to 5 year timeline
AE2.4

Item 10.4
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Inclusive & Diverse
FY 20/21 Measures
ID1.6

Activate Network Prospect to deliver a range of events for Digital Marketing and lifelong
digital learning

2 to 5 year timeline
ID2.3

Promote, facilitate and measure the utilisation of our buildings, parks and open spaces
using SpacetoCo data

ID2.4

Promote more people living in the Urban Corridor Zones through development of more
townhouses and apartments

ID2.5

Analyse census data to truly understand the ‘new’ community living in our Urban
Corridors

ID2.7

Develop and implement a process to actively seek the views of groups often missed in
consultation activities

Creative & Innovative
FY 20/21 Measures
CI1.1

Deliver a Public Art Program (including through grants) to improve key public areas
throughout the city for Prospect residents, businesses and visitors

CI1.2

Promote Prospect as an investment destination for new apartments & commercial
developments ***

CI1.3

Utilise Village Heart Marketing Fund to attract shoppers and visitors through such
activities as movie premieres with a mini business expo, Christmas in Prospect
decorations/marketing (and others) with an emphasis on digital marketing

2 to 5 year timeline
CI2.1

Attract an anchor business to enhance the innovation brand of our City

CI2.2

Develop an innovation ecosystem including facilitation of Prospect Innovation Awards,
formation of Prospect Innovation Roundtable and promotion of the Innovation Precinct

CI2.3

Achieve the lowest retail vacancy rate in metropolitan Adelaide for the village heart

CI2.4

Identify and address barriers to achieve low overall business vacancy rates throughout
the City

CI2.5

Utilise the Annual Business & Employment Survey to assess the best opportunities to
facilitate growth

CI2.6

Maintain the trajectory of changing the Council’s revenue profile through promotional
campaigns and targeting potential investors and tenants

CI2.7

Ensure high volume car parking solution is integrated into the Village Heart

CI2.8

Create thought-leadership platforms (digital and in person) to discuss and debate
important social, environmental and ethical topics

Intelligent Community Indicators
1.
2.

Broadband: Infrastructure is the foundation of economic competitiveness
Knowledge Workforce: A labour force that creates economic value through its knowledge, skills
and ability to use information effectively
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Innovation: Intelligent Communities pursue innovation through a relationship between
business, government and institutions (ie. universities).
Digital Equality: Allowing everyone access to broadband technologies and skills to use them
Advocacy: Engaging leaders and citizens, businesses and institutions, in identifying
opportunities to champion positive change

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.

Updated Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan 2021 - 2024 ⇩
2022/23 High level Growth and Investment Attraction Work plan ⇩
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Investment Attraction and
Economic Growth Plan 2021-24
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
Vision Statement
City of Prospect will be the destination of choice for visitation, investment, and development in inner
metropolitan Adelaide.

Mayor’s Statement – TO BE INSERTED

3
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
Successes
Brand Strength
Over the last 10 years City of Prospect has built a brand as a pro business smart city; and equally as a
distinct cool, eclectic and quirky destination for visitation. This mix is highly unique within metropolitan
Adelaide. Many new businesses, developers, residents all speak highly of Prospect’s image and cite it as part
of their reason for investing in the City. This brand has been established through a series of tangible Council
actions, and must be supported and grown to continue Prospect’s economic growth.

Smart City
Through years of focused effort, City Prospect has been acknowledged as a global leader in digital and smart
city initiatives and internationally recognised as one of the top 21 intelligent communities in the world eight
times since 2012 by the Intelligent Community Forum (ICF), including 2020. Prospect’s Innovation Precinct
has been influenced by the ICF’s framework, which seeks to stimulate and create new opportunities by
fostering collaboration between business, government and universities. GigCity Adelaide and a host of
concurrent programs have been established as a result of this triple helix approach, which sees business and
the community reap economic benefits from innovation, and engages residents in positive change.
Investments in innovative technology contribute to this culture and improves services to citizens, while
reducing overheads and operational costs. Prospect has embarked on collaborative entrepreneurs programs
with South Australian universities and schools to achieve new business outcome

High Street
Streetscape improvements on Prospect Road have encouraged local businesses to grow beyond their four
walls, creating a vibrant and exciting atmosphere during both day time and night time trading. In recent
years, City of Prospect has approved over 150 new outdoor dining seats on Prospect, with seven new liquor
licenses granted in the precinct. Prospect Road proudly boasts the lowest vacancy rate of all the main streets
in metro Adelaide of 2.9% (JLL Q1 2021)
Residents of City of Prospect enjoy an enviable lifestyle; residing in tree-lined streets a short stroll to the café
district along Prospect Road and the open spaces of the nearby northern parklands, all within a few
kilometres of the city centre.
The art deco inspired Palace Nova Cinemas Prospect has brought a raft of new visitors to the street. Council
has sought to capitalise on this momentum with the creation of the Village Heat Marketing Fund. Since its
establishment in 2017, Prospect Road has seen some unique and boutique retail and hospitality businesses
establish themselves on Prospect Road. We have seen the successful hospitality group, Big Easy, open and
expand two businesses, Anchovy Bandit and Bodega Bandito. Mekko Market have combine a café with second
hand clothing racks that can be hired by locals to sell their ware. Underground Records, SJ Establishment,
Millers Marvellous Toy Shop, Montaigo Style Domain, Indy Love, Sideways Liquor Co, and a myriad of other
eateries.
Campaigns from the Village Heart Marketing Fund has resulting in four Mainstreet awards for the precinct,
including two People’s Choice awards, and a Hall Of Fame award.
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
Awarding Winning Planning
City of Prospect’s planning team have won awards for planning initiatives, effort or leadership that has
resulted in positive planning outcomes in the face of difficult or trying circumstances.
City for Prospect have been recognised for the application of innovative solutions and application of planning
tools/techniques to planning challenges, which have resulted in outcomes that have had significant
community benefits beyond what may have been otherwise realised.
Characterised by an arterial road environment of heavy traffic, poor amenity, ageing infrastructure, multiple
land ownership and outdated local planning policy, Council’s vision to increase densities and improve amenity
along Churchill Road faced enormous challenges. The transformation and uplift the Churchill Road Precinct
through a staged twelve-year program has realised 650 new dwellings, 2,000 new residents and an increase
in mixed-use developments, community facilities and public open space upgrades.

Property Prices
As of early 2020, the combined capital value of houses in City of Prospect topped nearly $3 billion making it
South Australia’s most valuable housing area, according to latest Valuer General property valuations from
4037 detached dwellings. This represents an increase of 26% in six years, the largest increase in metro
Adelaide.
Since the state government’s revaluation, prices have further increased due to a combination of record low
interest rates and government stimulus in the face of the COVID-19 economic shock. have had a
disproportionate effect on the price of houses across Australia. City of Prospect is no different with a number
of City of Prospect suburbs seeing increase of around 10% in the last year.

Suburb
Collinswood
Prospect
Medindie Gardens
Fitzroy
Ovingham
Thorngate
Broadview
Nailsworth
Sefton Park

Median
House Price
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

882,327
803,800
1,128,528
1,125,898
668,179
1,304,211
569,453
856,966
627,827

House Price
Growth (12
months)
10.5%
2.44%
8.97%
2.57%
6.99%
7.53%
9.58%
10.85%
9.5%

Median Unit
Price
$
$
NA
$
$
NA
$
$
$

332,391
353,729
376,840
375,464
288,744
315,884
262,296

Unit Price
Growth (12
months)
2.59%
3.80%
NA
5.65%
10.90%
NA
2.15%
2.07%
3.90%

Unit Rental
Growth (12
months)
4.8%
6.0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
3.3%
NA
NA
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan

Why People Invest In Prospect
•

Public Council events that incorporate businesses have seen a great return to both the businesses and
the quality of the events.

•

Churchill Road is beginning to form its own new identity, but this could be accelerated with more
support.

•

On street activation has added considerable vibrancy and visitation.

•

Small business inquiries through Council are rising, suggesting there is unmet demand for commercial
development.

•

High Value apartment developers are looking at Prospect Rd and leveraging the location brand in
their marketing.

•

Network Prospect is liked by small businesses and attendees.

•

Village Heart Marketing is working extremely well.

Opportunities for New Growth
•

Actively and aggressively cultivate lists of businesses that would like to take space in Prospect.
Particular focus on retail, hospitality, Office HQ to underpin commercial and mixed use development
projects

•

Vine Street Plaza basement and stage create new opportunities for vibrancy

•

Main North Road’s brand is a blank canvas

•

Social media and websites should be secured for future digital marketing on other streets – but needs
a strategy to be developed in the future.

•

Traineeship programs to encourage local employment.

•

Support grants for placemaking based projects and businesses on Main North Rd to change face of
road.

•

ABC building is an untapped resource/opportunity for activation.

•

Cultivate our own private event industry to further drive visitation

•

The Intelligent Community Forum’s method, through its 6 measures, has allowed Council to focus
developing Prospect into the most awarded Smart Cities in Australia. This has created a unique pitch
and point of difference for the City, but by pivoting towards sustainability and community
engagement, rather focusing on new tech projects, Prospect will be well positioned to maintain its
Smart21 status in the future.

8
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan

Attracting Business

Attracting People

Pro Business Reputation

Award Winning Destination

Strong Local Engagement

Strong Brand Identity

Marketing Support

Leveraged By Social Influencers

Skill Development

Well Defined Niche

Leading Infrastructure

Instagramable

Innovation Precinct

On-brand Businesses

Willing To Take A Chance

On-brand Events

Attracting Development
Strong reputation for successfully supporting
projects
Willing To Collaborate
Supportive Planning Department
Long Term Vision for City

9
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
Attracting Development
Strategic Goals
Guide the city and community through new opportunities from reshaping urban form, maximising home office
and remote working opportunities, to facilitating online investment locally
25% of Council’s Rate Revenue comes from Main Road Corridor development and commercial development

Short Term Steps
CI1.2 - Promote Prospect as an investment destination for new apartments & commercial developments

Medium Term Steps
PP2.1 - Promote and reward design excellence through local design awards
ID2.4 - Promote more people living in the Urban Corridor Zones through development of more townhouses
and apartments
ID2.5 - Analyse census data to truly understand the ‘new’ community living in our Urban Corridors PF
CI2.6 - Maintain the trajectory of changing the Council’s revenue profile through promotional campaigns and
targeting potential investors and tenants
CI3.3 - 25% of Council’s Rate Revenue comes from Main Road Corridor development and commercial
development

10
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
Attracting Business
Strategic Goal
Increase the number of businesses operating after 5pm
Main North Road to be known as the preferred location in the north of Adelaide for corporate and
administration office activity

Short Term Steps
CC1.6 - Use the City’s locational advantage to connect with universities, research, Defence, industry and
innovation precincts
ID1.6 - Activate Network Prospect to deliver a range of events for Digital Marketing and lifelong digital
learning

Medium Term Steps
CC2.2 - Facilitate new bars, cafes, restaurants and other businesses which diversify our local offerings
CC2.4 - Ensure greater recognition and support of precincts and neighbourhood gathering places such as
Collinswood Precinct, Broadview Sports and Recreation Precinct /Yarnta Tutu yarta, Nailsworth Hall, Charles
Cane / Parndo yerta Reserve, Howard Street precinct across the City:
CC2.4.4 - Facilitate the attraction of a key ‘anchor’ or ‘hero’ business to each of those key locations
CC3.1 - Undertake feasibility study and deliver at least 1 Gig/ second internet speeds to all businesses and
residents in the City
AE2.4 - Engage Prospect community and businesses in Smart City initiatives PF
CI2.1 - Attract an anchor business to enhance the innovation brand of our City
CI2.2 - Develop an innovation ecosystem including facilitation of Prospect Innovation Awards, formation of
Prospect Innovation Roundtable and promotion of the Innovation Precinct
CI2.3 - Achieve the lowest retail vacancy rate in metropolitan Adelaide for the village heart
CI2.4 - Identify and address barriers to achieve low overall business vacancy rates throughout the City
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Investment Attraction and Economic Growth Plan
Attracting People
Strategic goal
Prospect’s Village Heart is an attractive and sought-after precinct comprising a mix of office, retail, hospitality
and living opportunities

Short Term Steps
CC1.3 - Encourage appropriate outdoor/alfresco dining, including precincts outside the Prospect Village Heart
CI1.3 - Utilise Village Heart Marketing Fund to attract shoppers and visitors through such activities as movie
premieres with a mini business expo, Christmas in Prospect decorations/ marketing (and others) with an
emphasis on digital marketing

Medium Term Steps
CC2.4 Ensure greater recognition and support of precincts and neighbourhood gathering places such as
Collinswood Precinct, Broadview Sports and Recreation Precinct /Yarnta Tutu yarta, Nailsworth Hall, Charles
Cane / Parndo yerta Reserve, Howard Street precinct across the City:
CC2.4.1 - Make these great places and create promotional campaigns
CC2.4.3 - Develop new place-making and urban renewal initiatives in those neighbourhoods
AE2.1.4 - Encourage the establishment of an International Baccalaureate program in a local school to
welcome new families
CI2.7 - Ensure high volume car parking solution is integrated into the Village Heart NF
CI2.5 - Utilise the Annual Business & Employment Survey to assess the best opportunities to facilitate growth
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2022/23 High level Growth & Investment Attraction Work plan
Place for People

Prospect Rd Discover More
(Village Heat Marketing Fund)
Network Prospect: Elevate “Explore Prospect" Brand move beyond limits of Network Prospect Brand
•

Shift the perspective of these streets by developing new Destination Brands

o Main North Road
o Churchill Road
• Continue email Newsletter
• Continue Business Skill Seminars
Undertake study of Census data – new community living

Place for Business

Develop list of interested retail & hospitality businesses which will take space in Prospect and secure
anchors for developers
Liaise with Prospect Business Leaders & Prospect Property Network
Business use of the Road audit
Innovation Precinct
• Administer GigCity
• Connected Cities Maintenance
Local Activation Fund – Partner to develop plans for sites & precincts, and support temporary activations
Micro business expansion grants

Place for Development

Big Funnel networking
- Pitch deck with strong destination brand, strong selection of sites, list of businesses wanting
space, and real estate trends
Local Business Networking Events
Commercial Investor and Developer Events (Education series for would-be developers)
Intelligent Community Forum Maintenance
Policy Development
Payinthi Leasing
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